
ISLAMOPHOBIA THE FEATURE FILM  

This film shatters the Sterieotype that any Religion Can Be connected to Violence or 

Terorism or any type of Agression as all Major Religions only Call for Peace, Love, Harmony 

and Unity ! Special Interests have created a FALSE STERIEOTYPE (Islamophobia) and this 

Epic International Feature Film Shatters that False Sterieotype once and for all ! 

The movie  Its about  a Peace, Love, Harmony and Unity  called ‘’Islamo-Phobia’’  

(this is a Charity  film as all profits will go to UNICEF) 

This movie is  one of the most important subject in the World  its called  " Islamo-phobia "  

 

The film is epic feature length film of approximately 130 mins.  

The Feature Film Islamo-phobia was  filmed in The Nedherland, Belgium Turkey and 

Germany.  

 

Genre:Drama, Action, love and  compassion  

 

‘’ISLAMO-PHOBIA’’ Islamophobia, literally means fear of Islam and hatred against 

Muslims, an irrational hostile understanding due to discrimination and prejudice 

 

''PHOBIA''The fear in Europe,is hostility, prejudice, discrimination,hate, crime or 

racism,against Islamophobia,Antisemitism,Anti-Christian sentiment, Anti-Russian 

sentiment,Anti-African sentiments also to the other foreigners and religions... The phobia in 

European societies emanates in part from a  fear of rising. 

Does every Christian hate? No 

Is every muslim a terrorist? No 

Does every Jews  are Bad? No 

Is Islam a Violent Religion? No! (violence is forbidden)  

That why this  film it will show that, not every muslim are terrorist and also not every 

christian and european are hated and Islam the  Religion is not Based On Terrorism but in fact 

on Peace Love Unity Respect and Compassion. 

 

The film will showing  Peace, Love, Unity, Respect, Compassionate, and  the Most Merciful 

are the basis of all religions.  

This is a Peace, Charity and Solidarity Film (Based non-profit organization)    
and the profits from this film will go to charity  under UNICEF umbrella! 

To the  humanitarian aid. for  more info   

 
 

   
OUR GOAL   

 

1-Our aim to bring  a Peace, Love, Unity,and Respect! 



 

2-our aim to go  for the most prestigious film festival around the world to 

promote just a peace,love and unity. 

 

3- Our aim is to selected or nominated to oscars 

 

4-Our aim is to get a nobel prize of because this is a noble act ! 

 

5-And also our  aim is over 300 million people watching this film 

 

 

"ISLAMOPHOBIA", to the highest of hollywood standards 

we believe this film will reach out to people all over the World in positive 

way…  

 

And this film will showing that..  

Not all Muslims are terrorists,  

Not all Christianity and Jews are heated, there is no different than saying 

all muslims are terrorist, all christians are hypocrites.. 

 

We have  actors and actress from  38 countrys   
All these actors and actresses are joining us  as  volunteers from the heart of 
because this is based non profit organisation 
 
We believe this is a great opportunity for the world peace! 
 
Kind Regards 
Writer/Director  
Omer Sarikaya 
PEACE MOTION PICTURES 
 

 
 


